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medicina flexifeed
enteral feeding bags

Medicina Flexifeed bags offer a space

saving solution for delivering enteral feed

to pump or gravity fed patients. The

Flexifeed bags take up a third of the

space of the equivalent blow moulded or

semi- rigid containers, helping in areas

where storage space is limited. 

The Flexifeed bags are more

environmentally friendly because 

they use less raw materials and 

the production process is 

more energy efficient.

medicina flexifeedenteral 
feeding bags

The Flexifeed bags are made of DEHP and

BPA free plastic making them safe for use

with any age patient. 

The range of Flexifeed bags means that it

is easy to pick a bag with a volume that

suits different patient needs. The strong

but flexible bags are designed to be easy

to store, taking up to a third less space

than conventional bottles. 

Each bag contains only half as much

plastic as it’s semi-rigid or blow moulded

equivalent, making it cheaper to

produce. The reduced weight makes

shipping less expensive and better for

the environment on disposal. 

Unique filling
system

Space saving

Cost saving

Environmentally
friendly



  
   

  
     

enteral feeding bags

feeding bag stand

FB1000 1000ml Enteral
 Feeding Bag

FB500 500ml Enteral
 Feeding Bag

FB250 250ml Enteral
 Feeding Bag

FFS01 Enteral Feeding
 Bag Stand
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great space saving solution

Medicina Flexifeed bags offer a space saving

solution for delivering enteral feed to pump or

gravity fed patients.

The Flexifeed bags take up a third of the

space of the equivalent blow moulded or

semi- rigid containers, helping in areas

where storage space is limited. The

Flexifeed bags are more environmentally

friendly because they use less raw

materials and the production process is

more energy efficient.

The Flexifeed bags come in three sizes all

of which have a variable cap system

which allows easy access for filling.  The

Flexifeed bag can be capped once filled,

or connected to an enteral feeding set.

The Flexifeed bags can be used with

feeding sets from all the major

manufacturers.

The smaller port allows access for pre-

filled bag screw connectors.

The larger port allows access for bigger

bottle adapter connectors.

Users of the Flexifeed bag system will be provided with a free Flexifeed

stand which allows the Flexifeed bags to be filled more easily. The strong

brushed steel stands can support up to 3 bags at a time, making multiple

feed production simple. 

unique filling system

The Flexifeed
bags take up a
third of the space
of the equivalent
blow moulded or
semi- rigid
containers

“

“

The neck of each bag is designed with a

special groove that slots into the stand

securing it. The cap can then be

removed for filling. The stand allows the

bags to be supported whilst they are

being filled making it easier to fill them

and include any additives without

spillage. 


